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ON THE NEW WAYS
OF THE LATE VEDIC HERMENEUTICS:

MIMA.SA AND NAVYA-NYAYA

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 261–306

Bogdan Diaconescu

Abstract

This article aims to follow the process of adoption of Navya-Nyaya techniques of cognitive

analysis in the school of Vedic hermeneutics, Mima.sa, in the sixteenth and the seventeenth

centuries, in the larger context of the spread of these techniques in India. I shall argue that this

process arises in Mima.sa on the sidelines of the Advaita-Dvaita Vedanta controversy in South

India, then subsequently flourishes in Varanasi. These techniques are adopted gradually and

selectively, for not all the Mima.sa thinkers choose to use them.

The South-Asian intellectual history witnessed from the eleventh century
onwards the appearance of new modalities of cognitive analysis developed in the

work of the most influential representatives of the Nyaya school of philosophy,
the Mithila philosophers Udayana ca. 983)1 and Ga.gesa ca. 1320) and the

Bengali philosopher Raghunatha Siroma.i ca. 1510). These extraordinary
innovations of the the “new” school of logic, Navya-Nyaya, enjoy an extremely
creative period in the following centuries, with thinkers like Janakinatha

Cu.ama.i Bha..acarya ca. 1540), Ramabhadra Sarvabhauma Bha..acarya ca.

1570), Bhavananda Siddhantavagisa ca. 1600), Jayarama Nyayapañcanana ca

1620), Jagadisa Misra) Bha..acarya ca. 1630), Mathuranatha Tarkavagisa ca.

1650), Gadadhara Bha..acarya Cakravartin ca. 1660) and so on up to modern

times. 2 The development of these philosophical innovations in metaphysics,

epistemology and theory of logic is parallel with the construction of a new
technical language which informs every aspect of the philosophical discourse of
Navya-Nyaya. These tools and technical procedures bring Navya-Nyaya texts to
a high degree of complexity and make them the most challenging to read in the

1 Unless otherwise stated, the dates are those of the EIP, vol. 1, and of the online edition.
2 See the EIP vols. 2, 6, and 13. For a bird’s-eye view in the Nyaya intellectual production

after 1750, see PATIL, 2011.
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whole of Indian philosophy. The new technical language is concerned with the

analysis of cognition and the definition of concepts and terms and the
subsequent refining of these definitions. And while the central object of inquiry of
Navya-Nyaya was epistemology and theory of logic, with particular emphasis on

inferential reasoning, the new idiom of analysis has been adopted in the course

of time in other Brahmanical schools, among which Mima.sa, Vedanta, Vyakara.a,

in literary and aesthetic theory and rhetoric, in jurisprudence and in Jain

logic. These schools, some of which are in utter disagreement with Nyaya
metaphysical or epistemological tenets, adopt gradually and selectively these innovations

in method and style for their own needs.

An analysis of the Navya-Nyaya technical language is far beyond the scope

of the present article. There is a good amount of excellent publications that have
attempted to describe it, some in detail.3 In brief, the Nyaya philosophers seek a

new method for describing structures cognized in various circumstances. They
turn to linguistics and grammar for a new model, yet the new language is not a

metalanguage. It is a non-symbolic development of Sanskrit, of which a central
characteristic is the capacity of disambiguation with a view to greater precision

in thinking and capability to describe cognitive contents. Several logical words
are part of the technical language avacchedaka “limitor,” adhikara.a or adhara

“substratum,” v.tti “occurrence,” nirupaka “describer,” pratiyogin “
counterpositive” etc.) along with other non-logical tems and with expressions pertaining

to the concept of relation, to which the Navya-Naiyayikas attach great importance.

4 Ganeri summarizes the syntax of the technical language as consisting of

relational abstract expressions, various different kinds of term expressions – primitive,
relational, abstract, and negative – and a negation particle.5

Ingalls condenses the Navya-Nyaya innovations into three points:

3 INGALLS, 1951, and 1955; MATILAL, 1968; MAHESA CHANRA, 1973; GUHA, 1979; EIP, vol.
6: 3–81 and vol. 13: 33–177; S. BHATTACHARYYA, 1990; BANERJEE, 1995; KRISHNA, 1997;

ASIATIC SOCIETY KOLKATA) ed., 2004; CHAKRABARTI, 2004; U. JHA trans., 2004; K.
BHATTACHARYA, 2006; SEN, 2006; WADA, 1990 and 2007; GANERI, 2008, and 2011: 223–

236. See also of more general interest): JACOBI, 1903; HARTMANN, 1955; STAAL, 1988, and

1995.

4 These terms are discussed to various extents in the publications mentioned in the above

note. See INGALLS, 1951: 28–85, for a comprehensive survey.

5 GANERI, 2011: 228.
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A new method of universalization, rendered possible by the concept of limitation
avacchedakata); the discovery of a number of laws similar to the theorems of propositional logic;
a new interest in the definition of relations and the use of these relations in operations of

considerable complexity.6

My aim in this article is to retrace the way Mima.sa adopted the Navya-Nyaya
techniques of analysis in the larger context of the spread of these techniques in
India from Mithila, their land of origin, and subsequently Bengal. The research

has been carried out on texts in Mima.sa in the sixteenth and the seventeenth

centuries, which witness the apparition and the consolidation of the use of the

new techniques in Mima.sa texts; these techniques continue to be used after
this period. Given the limitations of the present article, I have not tried to here

analyse in-depth particular doctrinal points which illustrate how and why these

techniques are used and what their exact contribution is; this is attempted

elsewhere.7

The results of this survey are bound to be provisional in at least two ways.

Firstly, a number of texts in Mima.sa of this period are unpublished and our

knowledge of Mima.sa and its position in Indian intellectual history of this
period leaves much to be desired, to say the least,8 just as our understanding of
Mima.sa in general for that matter. Secondly, the adoption of the new
techniques in Mima.sa is part of the larger process of their adoption in other

Sanskrit knowledge-systems, which is still to be studied. A treatment of the

adoption of the Navya-Nyaya techniques in any particular system relies
therefore on a two-way methodology: the study of this process in particular
systems contributes to the understanding of the process as a whole, which in
turn, once better understood, will throw new lights on the particular processes.

A couple of remarks are in order here in connection with the second point.
Any study of this process made by investigating individual systems must
constantly take into account the entangled histories of arguments, texts, persons and

systems. Ideally, the historical study of the influence of the Navya-Nyaya
techniques on other Sanskrit knowledge-systems should be undertaken simultaneously

on all the knowledge systems in a given period of time. The knowledgesystems

are interwoven – Mima.sa, for instance, with Nyaya, Vedanta,

Vyakara.a, Dharmasastra, and so on – and in their interactions the Nyaya

6 INGALLS, 2001: 113.

7 An example is studied in DIACONESCU, forthcoming a.

8 A survey of the socio-intellectual history of Mima.sa in early modern India is attempted in

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 261–306

DIACONESCU, forthcoming b.
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method of dialectical argumentation is prevalent; this is manifest in the
dialogical structure underlying their texts. On top of this dialectical method came

the new techniques, which are adopted as a neutral instrument of intellectual
analysis. However, considering the complexity of such an interdisciplinary task,

the present study is more modest in scope and limits itself to texts of Mima.sa.
Yet this study cannot escape the above mentioned interdisciplinarity. The
understanding of the adoption of the Navya-Nyaya techniques in Mima.sa
works produced in the South requires a detour via Mima.sa-Vedanta and

Vedanta-Nyaya interactions. The succint excursus given below indicates in turn
the need for further research on the adoption of the new techniques by authors in
Vedanta. Forthermore, many of the authors of the Mima.sa texts who use

Navya-Nyaya features, some of which are among the most prolific in Indian
intellectual history, have composed texts in several systems; a number of them
have become famous in the eyes of the tradition primarily for work in other
systems, not in Mima.sa, like Appayadik.ita in Vedanta and Ala.karasastra,
Vijayindratirtha in Dvaita Vedanta or members of the Bha..a family of Varanasi

in Dharmasastra. Moreover, the personal histories of the authors and the
networks around which they are grouped offer new elements by their educational
lineages, personal interactions, patronage received, political or institutional
connections. Some of these authors have held debates or polemicized against
each other, sometimes on topics pertaining to other disciplines than Mima.sa.

While the Navya-Nyaya enjoys significant development in the fifteenth and the

early sixteenth centuries in Mithila, then in Bengal – the most influential text of
Navya-Nyaya, Ga.gesa’s Tattvacintama.i has been composed in the early
fourteenth century, followed by the appearance of commentaries thereon, in parallel
with commentaries on the work of Udayana and other works and the appearance

of Raghunatha Siroma.i’s writings – the Mima.sa texts of this time do not
appear to show Nyaya influence. Mima.sa works9 are produced in this period
mainly in two centers: Mithila and the South. In Mithila are written works like
the Vijaya of Anantanaraya.a ca. 1400), which is a commentary on Parito-
.amisra’s Tantravarttikajita ca. 1150); the Bha.yadipa of K.irasagaramisra ca.

9 Research for this article has been made only on published Mima.sa texts, not on unprinted

works, which will not be mentioned. Most of the published texts are printed independently

in books or periodicals; of some texts only fragments in the secondary literature are

published. For detailed reference, see the Bibliography.
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1400), a commentary on the Sabarabha.ya according to the Prabhakara school;10

the Mima.sarasapalvala of Indrapati .hakkura ca. 1450). That Navya-Nyaya
techniques do not make their way into Mima.sa works at this time is clearly
shown in the case of Devanatha .hakkura ca. 1540), who is a Navya-Naiyayika
– he wrote a Parisi..a to Jayadeva Pak.adharamisra’s Aloka, a commentary on
the Tattvacintama.i. Among other works on various disciplines, Devanatha

.hakkura wrote a work on Mima.sa as applied to Dharmasastra, the
Adhikara.akaumudi, in which he does not use the Navya-Nyaya terminology.11 In
the South, wrote Mima.sa works in this period, among others, Ravideva ca.

1450) – the Vivekatattva, a commentary on Bhavanatha’s Nayaviveka; members

of the Payyur Bha..atiri family, like Payyur Vasudeva II ca. 1450), who wrote
the Kaumarilayuktimala, 12 and his brother ..iputra Paramesvara ca. 1410),
whose commentary on Vacaspatimisra’s Tattvabindu, the Tattvavibhavana, is

published.

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 261–306

Vedanta and Nyaya: Southern Networks

One key to understanding how the new technical language begins to be used in
Mima.sa is … Vedanta. A first attempt to retrace the spreading of Navya-
Nyaya techniques in India, with special reference to their arrival in Varanasi, has

been made in Bronkhorst, Diaconescu, Kulkarni 2012), without however dealing

specifically with Mima.sa texts. A distinction has been drawn there

between passive absorption and active appropriation of the Navya-Nyaya
innovations. The article shows that the journey of these techniques from Mithila
to Varanasi through Vijayanagara was of the kind called active appropriation, in
the context of Vedantic debates, whereas the direct road from Mithila to

Varanasi was initially limited to passive absorption.

10 Fragments of this text are published in RAMASWAMI SASTRI, 1951. See also KUNHAN RAJA,

1945.

11 On Devanatha .hakkura, see D. BHATTACHARYA, 1958: 189–192, U. MISHRA, 1966: 370–

373 and EIP, vol. 13: 207. Devantatha .hakkura’s father too, Govinda .hakkura ca. 1500),

Navya-Naiyayika author as well, wrote a Mima.sa work, the Adhikara.amala, which is not

available in print. Madhusudana .hakkura, Devanatha’s brother, is a leading Navya-Naiyayika

in Mithila in the first half of the sixteenth century.

12 Fragments are published in RAMASWAMI SASTRI, 1946.
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The present article completes this assertion by arguing that the integration
of the Navya-Nyaya technical language in the South, first in Vedanta, then in
Mima.sa, is a gradual process of absorption. This process, it is shown below,
appears to be due not to the sudden apparition of the new technical language –
for the very process of constitution of the Navya-Nyaya techniques extends over
several centuries from Udayana to Ga.gesa to Raghunatha Siroma.i) –

followed by its adoption by the Vedantins in their doctrinal debates, but rather to

centuries of constant interaction and debates of the Vedantins with the Naiyayikas

on doctrinal points. The increasing polemical tone in the doctrinal debates

between the Vedantic schools the Advaitins and the Dvaitins are concerned

here) does not necessarily overlap with the adoption of the Navya-Nyaya technical

language. More precisely, the use of dialectical skills and argumentation in
the sharp controversies between Advaitins and Dvaitins and the adoption of
Navya-Nyaya techniques in the context of this conflict come on top of centuries

of Vedanta-Nyaya dealings in ontology, metaphysics and epistemology. These

techniques integrate naturally into the ongoing Advaita, then Dvaita, relation
with Nyaya.

Towards the middle of the sixteenth century, the Mima.sa work of the

southern thinker Appayyadik.ita shows Navya-Nyaya technical features. The
explanation lies in a complex context, given the special relation between

Mima.sa and Vedanta in general and, on the other hand, the particular relation
between Vedanta and Nyaya and Navya-Nyaya in the centuries before the period
concerned here. A detailed study of the way Vedanta came to integrate the

Navya-Nyaya techniques is far beyond the scope of the present work, but I want

to give the general outlines of this processs until the time of Appayyadik.ita.
Vedantin thinkers have not merely been familiar with the Nyaya universe

of thought, they have been constantly interacting with particular Nyaya and

Vaise.ika) doctrinal issues – borrowing from or refuting – when developing their
own metaphysics and epistemology. In early Advaita, Sa.kara himself ca. 710)
takes issue with various Nyaya views by pointing to inconsistencies or
contradictions on points like the conception of the atom or of causality, the position on
universals, the relation of inherence, etc. see for instance the second section of
the second chapter of the Brahmasutrabha.ya). Vacaspatimisra ca. 960), pupil
of the great Naiyayika Trilocana ca. 940), is not only the author of the Bhamati,
after which the Bhamati schools is named, but of Nyaya the Nyayasucinibandha
and the Nyayavarttikatatparya.ika, a comprehensive commentary on Uddoytakara’s

Nyayavarttika) and Mima.sa works Nyayaka.ika, on Ma..anamisra’s
Vidhiviveka, and the Tattvabindu) as well. It is remarkable that he does not seek

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 261–306
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to reconcile the conflicting doctrines of these systems in his respective works.
Furthermore, when Vimuktatman, Jñanaghana and Prakasatman all ca. 1000)
elaborate on the Advaita theory of error, they criticize, among others, the Nyaya

view thereon.
But it is not only topics of Nyaya metaphysics or epistemology that are at

stake. Prakasatman uses in the Pañcapadika-)Vivara.a – a work after which a

most popular post-Sa.kara school is named – a style of analysis and argumentation

akin to that of the Naiyayikas. He establishes ignorance as a form of
material cause by analyzing what the Pañcapadika has said, has not said, and

should have said, using largely inferential reasoning in connection with various
hypotheses Upani.ads permitting). Dasgupta notices that between the eight and

the eleventh centuries, the controversies of Vedanta with Buddhism, Mima.sa
and Nyaya concern principally the analysis of experience as conceived by
Vedanta;13 the logical formalism, while in steady development in the works of
Sa.kara or Vacaspatimisra, was not central to Vedanta. On the Nyaya side,

Advaita begins to clearly catch the attention of the Naiyayikas from the time of
Udayana eleventh century). 14 A tradition has it that Udayana debated and

defeated Srihira, the father of the great Advaita dialectician Srihar.a.15

That changes in the twelfth perhaps in the eleventh already) and the

thirteenth centuries, when the main opponents are Nyaya and Vaise.ika. Indeed,
at this time the objections coming from outside Advaita Vedanta gain
predominance over internal discussions and disagreements and over finding the best

way to present the Advaita teaching. As a result, it became central to Advaita
philosophers to refute the opponents’ theses and prove their central thesis – the

falsity of duality and the existence and nature of ignorance – by critical
discursive procedures centered around the analysis of definitions and proofs. The

Advaitins’ discourse shows from now on a particularly marked concern with
procedures of logical analysis and dialectical argumentation – the formulation of
precise definitions and proofs by way of inferential reasoning, refuting thereby
the adversaries’ theses and definitions. With Anandabodha ca. 1150), Srihar.a
ca. 1170), Citsukha ca. 1220) and Anandajñana or Anandagiri or Janardana,

ca. 1300) the Advaita logico-epistemological “turn” is fully established. Srihar.a
Kashmir? Bengal?) relentlessly attacks Nyaya in his masterpiece Kha..ana¬

kha..akhadya, that the tradition mentioned above reports as having been

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 261–306

13 DASGUPTA, 1922–1955, vol. 2: 125.

14 EIP, vol. 2: 15.

15 D. BHATTACHARYA, 1958: 49–51.
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composed to revenge the defeat of the author’s father by Udayana. Srihar.a
criticizes indeed virulently and in great detail mainly Udayana’s views.16 Such
was the impact of this work and of Srihar.a’s method of argumentation, says D.
Bhattacharya 1958: 42), that the Kha..anakha..akhadya came to be regarded
as one of the classical works of Navya-Nyaya! Vidyara.ya Madhava, ca. 1350),
the great southern Advaitin, mentions proudly Srihar.a’s triumph over logicians

in the popular Pañcadasi.17 Srihar.a prompts innovation in Nyaya; comprehensive

response and refutation is formulated in turn by the Naiyayikas. His
criticism of Nyaya contributes to sparking significant change in Nyaya, and

particularly in the process of constitution of the Navya-Nyaya, as Ga.gesa’s
refutation of Srihar.a’s arguments show. This revolution is however rather in
analytic tools and argumentative structure than in the fundamental positions.18

The Navya-Naiyayikas refute the arguments of the dialectical Advaitin in their
various commentaries and subcommentaries of Nyaya works, and this even

before Ga.gesa, with Ma.ika..hamisra ca. 1300, Mithila).19 Significantly, they
formulate their responses also in the form of commentaries on the Kha..ana¬
kha..akhadya, and this over a few centuries.20 This situation is rather unusual in
the history of Indian philosophy insofar as these are commentaries on the text of
an opposing school. Citsukha ca. 1220, Andhra Pradesh?) composed commentaries,

among which on Anandabodha and Srihar.a, and independent works, of
which the major one is the Tattva(pra)dipika or Citsukhi. Besides refuting
Nyaya arguments, he interprets and analyses here in detail a series of central

16 On the Udayana-Srihar.a relation, see D. BHATTACHARYA, 1958: 41–51.

17 niruktav abhimana. ye dadhate tarkikadaya. |

har.amisradibhis te tu kha..anadau susik.ita. ||, quoted by D. BHATTACHARYA, 1958: 45.

This is verse 6.149.

18 See PHILLIPS, 1997, who gives a comprehensive analysis of the Srihar.a– later Nyaya debate.

Phillips makes the case that Srihar.a has a positive program of philosophy “as not only a

skeptic and a gadfly to Logicians, but as a mystically monist Advaitin who summons us and

not just Logicians) to plumb the depths of the self.” p. 5). See also GRANOFF, 1978;

DASGUPTA, 1922–1955, vol. 2: 125–147; GANGOPADHYAY, 1984.
19 PHILLIPS, 1997: 157–158. See also EIP, vol. 2: 668–681.

20 Before Ga.gesa – Divakaropadhyaya or Vilasakara, ca. 1200–1250, Mithila). After Ga.ge¬

sa c. 1325) – Ga.gesa’s son Vardhamana ca. 1350, Mithila), Sa.karamisra ca. 1430,

Mithila), Vacaspatimisra II ca. 1450, Mithila), Pragalbhamisra ca. 1470, Mithila?, also “a

reputed teacher of Vedanta” EIP, vol. 6: 486), Padmanabhamisra ca. 1578, Bengali, resident

of Varanasi), Gokulanathopadhyaya ca. 1675, Bengal).
Sa.karamisra’s Bhedaratna and Vacaspatimisra II’s Kha..anoddhara are summarized in
EIP, vol. 6.
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Vedantic concepts. He quotes and refers to several Nyaya-Vaise.ika thinkers –
Uddyotakara, Udayana, Vallabha, Sivaditya, Kularka Pa..ita, and Sridhara. A
noteworthy technical feature is his use of a particular form of inference, the

mahavidya,21 probably devised by Kularka Pa..ita ca. 1175) in the Mahavidyasutra

and commented upon and rejected by Vadindra ca. 1225, Maharashtra).22

The mahavidya inference is used and defended by subsequent Advaitins too
Amalananda, ca. 1247, Anandajñana, ca. 1260, Ve.kata, ca. 1369 and others)

until the fifteenth century. The remarkable fact is that no Navya-Naiyayika of
Mithila or Bengal mentions this type of inference in their discussions.

What about the Nyaya-Vaise.ika presence in South India around this
period? Trilocana ca. 940) was a leading Naiyayika of the beginning of the

tenth century and the well-known teacher of Vacaspatimisra. Durvekamisra a

Buddhist writer) describes Trilocana as belonging to Kar.ata country; it has

been suggested that he came from the Mysore area. His work is lost, but many
references subsist in various Nyaya works as well as in Buddhist and Jain works.
We know that Bhasarvajña, his younger contemporary ca. 950) in Kashmir, has

consulted one of Trilocana’s works.23 Furthermore, Vadivagisvara ca. 1050 or
1100–1150) composed the Manamanohara, a Vaise.ika work on seven categories

that he defends against Mima.sa and Advaita arguments. He was cited by
various Vedantins, among which Anandanubhava and Citsukha, and by the

Navya-Naiyayika Sasadhara.24 Apararkadeva or Aparadityadeva, ca. 1125) is

reported as having been a monarch who ruled in Konkan. Besides his Dharmasastra

work his commentary to the Yajñavalkyasm.ti was recognized as an

authority in Kashmir in the twelfth century), he wrote a Nyayamuktavali in
which he refers in detail to the contribution of Bhasarvajña to the Nyaya
tradition. He is also reported to have been an Advaitin, although he criticizes
Advaita in his Nyaya work.25 Vadindra ca. 1225), one of the authors on the

21 Potter notices that Citsukha defends “the use of this mahavidya form of inference and his

use of ‘the non-locus’ of cognition, because it is the only way he can prove that the state of

being immediate actually exists in immediacy” EIP, vol. 11: 624).
22 Very little is known about Kularka Pa..ita. Vadindra, a Naiyayika, gains fame with his

work thereon, the Mahavidyavi.ambana. See MVV, with an Introduction in English. For a

summary in English, see EIP, vol. 2: 647–652. See also DASGUPTA, 1922–1955, vol. 2: 118–

125.

23 EIP, vol. 2: 396–399.
24 EIP, vol. 2: 660. See also THAKUR, 2003: 310–312. Vadivagisvara’s date is 1050 according

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 261–306

to the EIP and 1100–1150 according to Thakur.

25 EIP, vol. 2: 603–604.
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mahavidya inference, flourished at the court of King Singhana of the Yadava

dynasty of Devagiri modern Daulatabad) at the beginning of the thirteenth
century. His Mahavidyavi.ambana is referred to by the Vedantins Citsukha,
Pratyaksvarupa, and Amalananda, and by Vedanta Desika and Srinivasa among
Visi..advaitins. He was the teacher of Bha..a Raghava, the author of a
commentary on Bhasarvajña’s Nyayasara.26 Furthermore, it appears that the Tarkabha.a

of Kesavamisra ca. 1250, Mithila) gained such popularity in the South

that the majority of its commentators more than twenty) hail from this region.27

One of these commentators is Cinna.bha..a or Canni- or Cennubha..a, ca.

1390, Vijayanagara); he refers in his works to, among others, Udayana,
Vacaspatimisra, Varadaraja, the above mentioned Vadindra, and Salikanatha.28

Another southerner Naiyayika appears to be Naraya.acarya ca. 1420), the

author of a Dipika on Udayana’s Atmatattvaviveka. Incidentally, Ga.gesa’s fame
seems to extend to the South only after the beginning of the fifteenth century.29

The Advaitins’s argument with the Naiyayikas begins to fade away as the

controversies with the others branches of Vedanta gain ground from the
fourteenth century on. The Nyaya universe of thought leaves however its mark on
the Advaitins. The decreasing controversies over doctrinal issues occur in
parallel with the gradual integration of Navya-Nyaya techniques in the dialectical

argumentation in the course of the new polemics, particularly with the

Dvaitins.30 Anandapur.a Vidyasagara ca. 1350, Gokar.a) produced an in-depth

commentary on Srihar.a’s Kha..anakha..akhadya in which he not only
explained the statements of Srihar.a and the thinking of Udayana, but he

analyzed Nyaya points not explicitly examined by Srihar.a; he commented also on

Nyaya-Vaise.ika works proper – the Vyakhyaratna on Bhasarvajña’s Nyayasara
and a commentary on Vadindra’s Mahavidyavi.ambana. Ramadvaya ca. 1340)

criticizes in his Vedantakaumudi the Nyaya view of atman, the inferences
establishing Isvara as cause of the universe by using the mahavidya inference,
and Udayana’s proofs for the existence of God. Pratyaksvarupa or Pratyagrupa,

ca. 1400) authored the Nayanaprasadini, a commentary on Citsukha’s
Tattvapradipika; he expanded Citsukha’s critique of various Nyaya views by formulat-

26 For his other Nyaya works, see EIP, vol. 2: 646–647.
27 U. MISHRA, 1966: 231.
28 KAVIRAJ, 1982: 107; U. MISHRA, 1966: 463–464; EIP, vol. 6: 368–374; THAKUR, 1961, and

2003: 406–408.

29 MATILAL, 1976: 22. See also below n. 46.

30 For an analysis of the Advaita- Dvaita controversy, see DASGUPTA, 1922–1955, vol. 4,

particularly pp. 204–319. See also SHARMA, 2000, and MINKOWSKI, 2011.
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ing extensively possible opponent views and proving them wrong. He too used

the mahavidya inference. But besides the content of the philosophical disputation

between the two schools, the usage of the Navya-Nyaya terminology and

style of analysis appears to gain ground in the Advaita writings at the end of the

fifteenth century and in the sixteenth. A particular figure to be mentioned here,

although his Advaita work is still unpublished, is Vasudeva Sarvabhauma ca.

1490, Bengal, then Orissa), a famous Navya-Nyaya master he commented on
Bhasarvajña and Ga.gesa), said to have introduced the Navya-Nyaya in Bengal,
and to have turned Advaitin then Vai..ava in his later years. He was the teacher

of Raghunatha Siroma.i and, toward the end of his life, of Caitanya.31 He will be

mentioned below in connection with the controversy with the Dvaitins. N.si.ha¬
sramamuni ca. 1555, South), a well reputed Advaitin who mainly follows and

elaborates on Srihar.a and Citsukha in his many works, does use Navya-Nyaya
terminology. For a single example, his Bhedadhikkara, which is part of the sharp

controversy on the nature of difference bheda) between the Advaitins and

Dvaitins and Visi..advaitins for that matter).32 N.si.hasramamuni is reported to

have defeated in a debate Madhava Sarasvati ca. 1515, Varanasi), who was

disciple of Ramesvarabha..a, whom we will meet below in connection with
Varanasi, and teacher of Madhusudana Sarasvati ca 1570). The latter was one

of the main thinkers of late Advaita, and his Advaitasiddhi a refutation of a

Dvaita work, the Nyayam.ta of Vyasatirtha, see below) is the best example of
how the Navya-Nyaya style of analysis has been used in Vedanta.

But it is the other great figure of late Vedanta, Appayadik.ita 1520–1593,
South)33 with whom we are concerned in the present research. Appayadik.ita
was the son and pupil of Ra.garajadhvarindra, himself an Advaitin author the

Advaitavidyamukura), to whom Appaya acknowledges his indebtedness for
instruction.34 He mentions also in his works N.si.hasramamuni, of whom he

31 See D. C. BHATTACHARYYA, 1940; G. BHATTACHARYA, 1978: 19–26; G. SASTRI 1979,

KAVIRAJ, 1982: 67–72; EIP, vol. 6: 489–490, and BRONKHORST, DIACONESCU, KULKARNI,

2012.

32 Vyasatirtha had developed the Dvaita position in the Bhedojjivana; Vyasatirtha’s and

N.si.hasrama’s treatises are however not directly connected. Vijayindratirtha ca. 1560),

Vyasatirtha’s disciple, refutes in great detail N.si.hasrama’s treatise in his Bhedavidyavilasa,

see below p. 277. See also SURYANARAYANA SASTRI / MAHADEVAN, 1936.

33 These dates are adopted following the research of MAHALINGA SASTRI, 1928, 1929, and

1968. See also BRONKHORST, DIACONESCU, KULKARNI, 2012.
34 UP: 162, SLS: 117; he does so in other works as well. See also SURYANARAYANA SASTRI,
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was a younger contemporary. He appears to have written no Nyaya work, to the

best of my knowledge, although such a work is mentioned once in the secondary

literature.35 At a time when the usage of Navya-Nyaya techniques of analysis has

become common in Vedanta, albeit selectively applied, Appayadik.ita composes

several works on Mima.sa issues. These works, mentioned in more detail
below, appear to be among the first to use the new techniques in Mima.sa.

A particularly important direction for the topic under research here is the

development of the Dvaita school of Madhva and his followers from the
thirteenth century on in South India. Here starts a period of vigorous polemics with
the Advaitins – the doctrines of the two Vedantic schools are opposed at the

core. However, while their main adversaries are the non-dualists, the Dvaitins
take issue with various Nyaya topics in the process of elaborating and systematizing

their doctrines, like for instance the nature of God, the eternity of sound,

the validity of cognition svata. versus parata.) and so on; the Mima.sa views
thereon are also considered. More significantly, Dvaitins develop their own
views on epistemological and logical matters, like, in the realm of inference, the

flaws of the inferential reason and of the example, contradictions of the
inference, definitions etc.; these views have been mostly disregarded by the Indian
tradition itself. Madhva himself ca. 1280,36 U.upi, Karnataka), who converted

from Advaita, deals with various ontological, logical, epistemological37 points –
in his Anuvyakhyana for instance, and in the ten short works referred under the

collective name of the Dasaprakara.ani, where he exposes polemically the

basic tenets of his system. 38 His dealings with Nyaya positions occur in the

context of his refutation of Advaita views, and his references to Nyaya
arguments, albeit short, extend from the Nyayasutras and Vatsyayana to Jayanta,

Bhasarvajña and Udayana. In the Prama.alak.a.a, he exposes his view on the

means of valid cognition and refutes Nyaya views thereon, just as he diverges

from the Nyaya five member model of syllogism. In the Prapañcamithyatvanumanakha..ana,

he refutes the inference that the Advaitins use to demonstrate

that the empirical world is false mitya). Like his adversaries mainly
Sarvajñatman, Anandabodha and Vimuktatman), Madhva appears to be influenced by

35 DASGUPTA, 1922–1955, vol. 2: 218, n. 1, says that Appaya “studied Logic tarka) with
Yajñesvara Makhindra. See colophon to Appaya Dik.ita’s commentary on the Nyaya-siddhanta-

mañjari of Janakinatha, called Nyaya-siddhanta-mañjari-vyakhyana MS).” I
could not find any reference whatsoever to this work of Appaya’s elsewhere.

36 See SHARMA, 2000, and DASGUPTA, 1922–1922, vol. 2.

37 On Madhva’s epistemology see the comprehensive analysis of MESQUITA, 2000: 239–413.

38 For an exposition in English, see SHARMA, 2000: 137–155.
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Bhasarvajña’s logical theory rather than Udayana’s.39 In Madhva’s biography by
Naraya.apa..itacarya ca. 1335, son of Madhva’s disciple Trivikrama), he is

also reported to have defeated logicians in debates over technical points of
logical theory.40 The Sarvadarsanasa.graha records the new system as Pur.a-

39 LUNSTEAD, 1977. He points out that certain Visi..advaitins like Parasarabha..a 12th c.) and

Venka.anatha 13th c.), too, are influenced by the views of Bhasarvajña, which appears to

have been widely known in South India at that time. For that matter, the above mentioned

southern Naiyayika Cinna.bha..a mentions several of Bhasarvajña’s views like the flaws

of the inferential reason) in his Prakasika on Kesava Misra’s Tarkabha.a. In the history of

Nyaya, the tradition represented by Bhasarvajña disappears and Udayana’s school gains
preeminence.

40 The following account of a debate won by Anandatirtha Madhva’s name as head of the

ma.ha of his guru Acyutaprek.a) makes reference to the technical issues involved: “After
some time, a sannyasin known to Achyutaprak.a arrived accompanied by a large number of

disciples who were experts in logic. They argued that the difference between jiva and

Paramatman could be established even by inference. They proposed a syllogism that jiva
and paramatman are distinct since, jiva is regulated by paramatman. This syllogism was

refuted by Anandatirtha by pointing out that the sadhya, i.e. bhinnatva, cannot be

considerated as bhinna, abhinna or bhinna-abhinna with pak.a. The first alternative i.e. bhinna,

will lead to anavastha, i.e. infinite regress. The pak.a and sadhya, i.e. bheda, have to be

related. This relation also being distinct, it has to be related by another relation that requires

one more, thus it leads to anavastha. The second alternative, i.e. abhinna, also does not

work. If pak.a and sadhya, i.e. bheda, are identical, then, one of them only remains. The

other cannot be proved with reference to that one. The third alternative viz. bhinna-abhinna

is contradiction. Therefore the syllogism proposed to establish bheda cannot prove it. This
refutation is intended only to show the inability of the prativadin to argue properly. It is also

intended to show that bheda is not accepted merely on the ground of logic but it has to be

accepted on the basis of sruti. Mere logic is not able to prove any doctrine. It cuts down both

ways. It is a prama.a only when it is supported by sruti.

Then, they proposed another syllogism to establish the illusory nature of the worlds. ‘The

world is illusory, since it is cognized as in the instance of sukti rajata.’ This syllogism is
countered by the syllogism. ‘The world is real, since, it is cognized as the instance of jar.’
Stating this counter syllogism it was pointed out that in the stance of sukti rajata, the rajata

was not actually cognized as it was not actually present while in the case of jar it is actually

‘cognised.’ Hence the hetu cognized establishes reality of the object concerned but not its

illusory nature. There is no such an entity as sad-asad vilak.ana. Sukti rajata is asat.

Therefore, its cognition cannot establish the illusory nature of the world. On hearing this

skillful analysis the scholars assembled were delighted and described Anandatirtha as

Anumanatirtha.” Introduction to SMV: xx–xxi).
Another debate won on logical grounds is reported in the SMV, with “another scholar by
name Vadisimha accompanied by Buddhisagara who was a Buddhist and opposed Veda

arrived seeking a scholar for debate.” ibid.). On these two debates see also Padmanabha
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prajña the sannyasin name of Madhva) darsana. However, Madhva does not
systematically dwell in detail on logical matters; this will be done by his
commentators, and above all by Jayatirtha ca. 1370, Malkhed, Karnataka).41

This latter is the pupil of Ak.obhyatirtha ca. 1330), a disciple of Madhva and a

contemporary of the great Advaitin Vidyara.ya Madhava, ca. 1350), with
whom he had a debate on the tat tvam asi issue, of which another great figure,
the Visi..advaitin Vedanta Desika, is recorded as the arbiter, appointed by the

king of Vijayanagara; Ak.obhyatirtha is reported to have won. 42 Jayatirtha

systematizes the thought of Madhva and gives in his commentaries the final
form of the Dvaita doctrine; his interpretations become basis for all the

subsequent Dvaita doctrinal developments. His compendium Nyayasudha is the

classic of Advaita thought and his Prama.apaddhati is the central text of Dvaita
epistemology, which is said to occupy the same place in Dvaita Vedanta as the

Manameyodaya in Mima.sa, the Vedantaparibha.a in Advaita or the

Siddhantamuktavali in Nyaya.43 He also comments on Madhva’s short works
the ten prakara.as), like for instance on the above mentioned

Prapañcamithyatvanumanakha..ana.
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In the Vadavali, a polemical treatise that criticizes the Advaita doctrine of
illusion, Jayatirtha analyses the means of valid cognition used by the Advaitins
to establish the illusory nature of the universe; half of this work is dedicated to
the technical critique and refutation of the inferences of the Advaitins thereon.

Many of this work’s arguments will be developed by Vyasatirtha in another

Dvaita classic, the Nyayam.ta. Generally speaking, Jayatirtha deals in great

detail with Nyaya views on issue of cognition – the means of valid cognition and

the validity of cognition, theories of truth and error, the universals, or various
aspects of the theory of inference the doctrine of vyapti, classification of the

inference, etc).45 In his critique of Advaita and Visi..advaita, he discusses the

________________________________

Char 1909: 88–91). EIP, vol. 1: 879, records one Vadisi.ha, of which the date is unknown,
as author of a Tarkadipika Jain) and a Prama.anauka.

41 Ca. 1365–1388 according to SHARMA, 2000.

42 PADMANABHA CHAR, 1909: 30. See SHARMA, 2000: 229–230, for the textual and epigraphic
evidence. Ak.obhyatirtha is also referred to as the author of a work, the
Madhvatattvasarasa.graha, of which nothing is known.

43 NAGARAJA RAO, 1976.
44 See thereon LUNSTEAD, 1977.

45 See NAGARAJA RAO, 1938–1939, 1976, and LUNSTEAD, 1977.
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views of various schools and authors, among which Nyaya-Vaise.ikas –
Vacaspatimisra, Bhasarvajña, Udayana, Sridhara, Vallabha, Vyomasiva or Ga.gesa.46

By systematizing and interpreting the Dvaita thought as expressed in the

complex but laconic works of Madhva, Jayatirtha inaugurates a new phase of
important dialectical achievements. Beside the continuing systematization of the

Dvaita doctrine in their critique of the Advaita mithyatva, upadhi, akha..artha,
nirgu.atva are among the central concepts debated in great detail, along with
ontological, logical or epistemological tenets), the Dvaitin thinkers of this period
discuss comprehensively issues and developments pertaining to other schools.
An innovator is Vi..udasacarya ca. 1430, Uttara Karnataka), the author of the

Vadaratnavali, who, besides analyzing the inferential reasoning of his
opponents, initiates the application of Mima.sa and Vyakara.a principles of
interpretation in the exposition of Dvaita positions and refutation of other systems.47

Among these, he refers to the Mima.sa upakrama–upasa.hara (“prior–ulterior
statement”) rule of interpretation of Vedic passages; the Dvaita and Advaita
applications of this principle will subsequently give rise to an ample debate, as

will be mentioned below in connection with Appayyadik.ita. Vi..udasacarya is

a central link between Jayatirtha and the other great doctor of Dvaita, Vyasatirtha

or Vyasaraya or Vyasaraja, ca. 1535, Karnataka)48 in which the Dvaita
dialectics has its most important representative, among other things due to his
comprehensive adoption of the technical and dialectic terminology of Navya-
Nyaya. 49

While the Vai..avism of Madhva had patronage in the courts of Kali.ga,
Tulu.a. and in the Anegondi, Vyasatirtha gains a position of prominence at the

court of Vijayanagara, particularly that of K...adevaraya r. 1509–1529), in the

context of a strong intellectual rivalry between Vedanta groups, related, as

46 See SHARMA, 2000: 252, for textual references. I could not verify these refererences; the

reference to Ga.gesa appears to be in the commentary Parimala, not in Jayatirtha’s text.

47 Vi..udasacarya ca. 1390–1440 according to SHARMA, 2000) was the disciple of Rajendra¬

tirtha ca. 1412–1435), reported to be the first pontiff of the ma.ha at Sosale, near Mysore.

Both Rajendratirtha and Vi..udasacarya are reported to have travelled to Bengal. Rajendratirtha

was the disciple of Vidyadhiraja ca. 1402), a disciple of Jayatirtha. See SHARMA,
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2000; GEROW, 1987, and GEROW, trans., 1990.

48 1478–1539 according to SHARMA, 2000, who points out that Vyasatirtha was the disciple of

Brahma.yatirtha, fourth in descent from Rajendratirtha, the guru of Vi..udasacarya see the

preceding note).

49 SHARMA, 2000: 343, mentions, for instance, that a new orientation in Vedanta dialectics is

Vyasatirtha’s manner of opening the work Nyayam.ta) with a statement of issues

vipratipattipradarsana) on the pattern of Udayana’s Nyayakusumañjali.
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Stoker 2011) points out, to “shifting royal patronage practices that gave certain

groups greater access to and influence over temple and courtly resources.” 50 The
Vyasayogicarita, Vyasatirtha’s biography by Somanatha, a younger contemporary

who was not a Madhva but seemingly a Smarta Brahmin), reports various
details indicating Vyasatirtha’s acquaintance with Nyaya. Young, he has studied

thoroughly the six darsanas at Kañci, a centre of sastric learning. At the court of
Sa.uva Narasi.ha at Candragiri, he meets scholars and conducts debates on the

Tattvacintama.i. A traditional story has it that after discussing with the Navya-
Naiyayika philosopher Pak.adharamisra or Jayadevamisra) from Mithila,
Vyasatirtha expressed his admiration for this latter’s scholarship.51 Soon after
the Kali.ga war 1516), he is charged by K...adevaraya to refute an Advaita
Vedanta treatise no title mentioned) sent to him for criticism by the Kali.ga
king.52 In this connection, Vasudeva Sarvabhauma see above) mentions in his
commentary to Lak.midhara’s Advaitamakaranda that he lent support to the

Kali.ga king to finding ways to humiliate K...adevaraya of Vijayanagara; the

Advaita treatise sent to Vijayanagara was his.53 But besides the episodes
mentioned in Somanatha’s biography, it is the very work of Vyasatirtha that shows

his mastery of Nyaya, particularly the major three works: the Nyayam.ta,
Tarkata..ava and Tatparyacandrika. Of these, the Tarkata..ava is a treatise of
epistemology and logic organized according to the three means of valid
cognition acknowledged by the Dvaitins; Vyasatirtha integrates the views expressed

by his predecessors, mainly Jayatirtha. Vyasatirtha directs his criticism
principally at Naiyayikas, by examining the positions of Udayana in the
Nyayakusumañjali and his commentator Vardhamana, or Ga.gesa in the Tattvacintama.i54

and commentators of the Tattvacintama.i like Pragalbhamisra resident

of Varanasi), Yajñapati Mithila), etc. Besides discussing various points of
divergence with Nyaya from the issue of God and authorship of the Vedas to

the validity of cognition to the theory of inference, etc.), Vyasatirtha establishes

50 STOKER, 2011, examines the links between doctrinal disputes and broader socio-political
realities. Also SHARMA, 2000, 286ff.

51 yadadhita. tadadhita. yadanadhita. tad apy adhitam |
pak.adharavipak.o navek.i vina navinavyasena ||, quoted by U. MISHRA, 1966: 329, and

SHARMA, 2000: 294.

52 See VYC: 38, 52, 70, and the detailed English Introduction by Venkoba Rao. Also SHARMA,

2000: 287ff., and BRONKHORST, DIACONESCU, KULKARNI, 2012.

53 SHARMA, 2000: 292.

54 By way of example, in the first volume alone there are eight direct references to the Tattva¬

cintama.i as “Ma.i”): TT, vol. 1, pp. 18.2, 262.1, 384.5, 396.3, 415.6, 434.3, 449.1, 485.9.
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in the Dvaita intellectual analysis the systematic usage of principles of
interpretation of Mima.sa and Vyakara.a, to which he resorts in order to show that

they support Madhva’s interpretations. A telling example is his thorough
discussion in the second section of the Tarkata..ava of the upakrama-upasa.hara
(“prior-ulterior statement”) rule of interpretation of Vedic passages; he argues in
favor of the superiority of the upasa.hara, which is in opposition with the very
stand of the Purvamima.sa expressed by Sabara, Kumarila and others. Vyasatirtha’s

discussion thereon becomes subject of controversy and gives rise to a

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 261–306

series of writings as shown below.
Vijayindratirtha or Vijayindrabhik.u or Vi..halacarya, ca. 1560, Tamilnadu),

55 a direct disciple of Vyasatirtha, was a prolific writer and a staunch critic
of Advaitins, Visi..advaitins and Saivadvaitins of his time. The second half of
the sixteenth century is indeed a period of intense doctrinal controversy and

competition for supremacy between the branches of Vedanta. Vijayindratirtha
does use Navya-Nyaya elements of analysis, even if only to refute his
opponents’ arguments which had made use of these elements. A case in point is his
Bhedavidyavilasa, which aims at re)establishing the difference between jiva and
Brahman; the defense of the Dvaita position with a detailed exam of possible

definitions of difference) goes hand in hand with the analysis of the cognition of
difference in the light of the three means of valid cognition acknowledged by the

Dvaitins. This treatise is a point by point refutation of an Advaita work, the

Bhedadhikkara of N.si.hasramamuni, in which the Navya-Nyaya terminology
had been used. Significant for the topic under research here is the polemics with
Appayadik.ita, his contemporary: Vijayindratirtha devoted a couple of treatises

to refuting Appaya’s writings but he also confronted Appaya in lively debates at

the court of Sevappa Nayaka of Tanjavur, to which the Vai..ava Tatacarya took
part as well. 56 More precisely, Vijayindratirtha and Appaya polemicize on

Mima.sa issues, as it is shown below.

55 1514–1595 according to SHARMA, 2000.

56 This is attested by epigraphic evidence in a record on a grant made by Sevappa to Vijayindra
in 1580: tretagnaya iva spa..a. vijayidrayatisvara. | tatacaryo vai..avagryo sarvasastravisarada.

|| saivadvaitaikasamrajya. srimanappayyadik.ita. | yatsabhaya. mata. sva.
sva. sthapayanta. sthitas traya. || Mysore Archaeological Report 1917: 17, quoted by
SHARMA, 2000: 399).
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Appayadik.ita and Vijayindratirtha

Appaya has a complex relation to Mima.sa. He composes a couple of treatises

in which he discusses Purvamima.sa issues, but he also puts to work his knowledge

of Mima.sa in works pertaining to other fields of knowledge, where he

discusses issues pertaining to the Purvamima.sa principles of textual interpretation.

It has been said that “as a Mima.saka, he is in his best in his Advaita and

other works.”57 Although he uses the style predominant in the technical sastric

prose – the bha.ya style – he introduces in these writings, albeit in an economical

manner, elements of the Navya-Nyaya technique of analysis.
Appayadik.ita composes the Vidhirasayana (“The Elixir of Duty / Injunction”,

on the classification of Vedic injunctions) under the patronage and order

of the king Ve.ka.adevaraja Ve.ka.a I) of Pennugonda, his last patron, whose
accession to the throne has been dated about 1585.58 The scope of the treatise is

stated from the outset: declaring himself a follower of Kumarilabha..a, the great

Mima.saka of the seventh century, Appayadik.ita sets out to elaborate on the

threefold classification of injunctions vidhi)59, namely apurva-, niyama- and

parisa.khyavidhi, which has been in operation in Mima.sa since the sutras of
Jaimini.60 In spite of his declared adherence to Kumarila’s views, Appayadik.ita
does nothing throughout this treatise but showing the inadequacy of Kumarila’s
discussion of the classification of injunctions, principally in terms of demonstrating

the overextension ativyapti) or underextension avyapti) of these definitions
in connection with one or the other injunctions of the Vedic corpus. Revisiting
this traditional material, he aims, in an iconoclastic manner, at reorganising and

reformulating it so that to avoid the definitions overlapping each other. Given his

57 RAMASWAMI SASTRI, 1936: 95. On the application of Mima.sa interpretive principles in
Vedanta, see PANDURANGI, ed., 2006.

58 Cf.: kintu vyaparam eva prathayati phalasa.yojanartha. pare.a. prapta. pu.yair
aga.yair iva vibudhaga.o ve.ka.ak.o.ipalam | | 5 || VR[2]: 28).
The Vidhirasayana consists of verses together with a prose commentary, the Sukhopayojini.

59 Cf.: yatkumarilamatanusari.a nirmita. vidhirasayana. maya |

padyarupamanatisphu.asaya. tatsukhavagataye vivicyate || 3 || VR[2]: 1)

vikhyata munivaryasukti.u vidhas tisro vidhisrotasam

acaryair visada. viviktavi.ayas tas ca vyavastapita. |
ki. tatrasti vicaryam aryamathite marge nisargojjvale
nanodahara.ais tu ta. pravisadikartu. pravartamahe || 1 || ibid.: 1–2).

See also MCCREA, 2008: 579.

60 Cf. the Mima.sasutras 2.1.2.19 vidhir vasyadapurvattvat), 4.2.9.24 niyamartha va sruti.)
and 1.2.4.34 parisa.khya).
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uncompromising approach, it is little wonder that refutations start to appear

shortly after: a couple of years later, Sa.karabha..a ca. 1593), a younger
contemporary from Varanasi, wrote the detailed Vidhirasayanadu.a.a discussed

hereafter); later on, Kha..adevamisra ca. 1575–1665) expressed also his
disagreement with Appaya’s definitions and classifications of injunctions.61 In fact,
this work has given rise to a series of writings which reject or support Appaya’s
positions expressed therein.62 The Vidhirasayana is a highly technical treatise,

not only in its in-depth discussion of the classification of injunctions, many of
which are referred to in abbreviated forms or even by a single word) and with
no reference to their context, but also in the many ritual details connected with
the respective injunctions, which are often incomprehensible for want of context.
This treatise is, in other words, an internal Mima.sa matter aimed at Mima.sa
experts.

Appaya uses Navya-Nyaya terms sparsely, with a marked preference for
the consecrated Navya-Nyaya terminology from the lexical field of ‘limitation’:
avacchedaka “limitor,” avacchinna “limited”, sometimes in relation to uddesya

“subject” as in uddesyatavacchedaka “limitor of subjectness” in the context of
inferential reasoning), then avacchedyatva(-sambandha) “limitedness”
relation).

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 261–306

A few instances:

1) na hi tatroddesyatavacchedakavacchedenaprapti. ihoddesyasvarupa evapraptirityetavata

kascidvise.o ’sti, vivak.itarupabhedenatyantaprapter ubhayatrapy visi..atvat | VR[2]: 85)

2) yujyate tathanirvacanam; yadi tatpratiyogipak.ikatva. nirucyeta | VR[2]: 89)

3) apurvasadhanvrihyadigave.a.aya. “vrihibhir yajeta” “somena yajete”tyadisastrairvrih¬
yadaya iva nyayena vacanantare.a ca nivaraputikadigatavrihisomadibhavayogyavyava api
tatsadhanatvenavagamyante iti to.am api sa.skaranvayitaya dvaratvanirvahaya sa.skara¬
vakyagatavrihyadisabdana. vrihitvadijativacina. sak.attadavacchinnavyaktimatralak.a-

.amapahaya sak.atparamparaya tadavacchedyatvayogyamatre lak.a.a kalpyate;
nivaradigatavrihibhavadiyogyavayavas ca vrihyadigatavayava iva vrihyadivyaktidvara
tadavacchedyatvayogya eveti pratinidhina. mukhyasamanavidhye na kacidanupapatti. | VR[2]: 148)

4) tatpraptikaritvañ ca yatha kathañcidvivak.itam, na tu kascittatra vise.o vivik.ita. tena

vidhivi.ayasyanyasya va praptapoditasya, atyantapraptasya va yasya kasya cit svarupe.a

61 Under BhD 1.2.4.

62 Refutation: Vidhirasayanadu.a.a of Sa.karabha..a ca. 1593), Vidhitrayaparitra.a of

Ve.ka.adhvarin ca. 1637), Vidhidarpa.a and Vidhiviveka of Kolluri Narayana Sastrin ca.

1680), Vidhibhu.a.a of Ve.ka.anaraya.a ca. 1740) and Vidhicamatkaracandrika of

Naraya.acarya. Support: Duruhasik.a of Appayyadik.ita III ca. 1650), Vidhirasayanabhu.a.a

of Gopalabha..a ca. 1650), Phalasa.karyakha..ana of Anantadeva ca. 1650),

Vidhiratnavali of Srinivasadasa ca. 1750). See KRISHNA, 2002: 77, and THANGASWAMI

SARMA, 2002: 91.
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kiñcidvise.a.antaravacchinnatvena yena kena cidrupe.a prak.tavidhyuddesye anyatra va

yatra kutra cit prak.tavidhyuddesye ’pi sarvatra kva cid api va kiyatya. praptau
satyamasatya. va yathakathañcitprapti. kurvannityayamartho labhyate | VR[2]: 205)

5) atas tatra rathantarapraptitvavacchinnasya, b.hatpraptitvavacchinasya ca kiñcinniv.ttini¬
yatatvabhan navyapti. | VR[2]: 209)

The Purvottaramima.savadanak.atramala (“A String of Constellations of
Debates on Purva- and Uttaramima.sa” or, in Pollock’s translation, “The Milky
Way of Discourses on Mima.sa and Vedanta”) is a collection of twenty-seven

independent essays – a new literary genre altogether – on topics, as its name

shows, pertaining both to Purva- and Uttaramima.sa Vedanta), like the ample
discussion in sixteen essays of adjectival semantics gu.a / gu.in), the meaning

of dharma, the injunction to study the Veda, etc.63 It presents, in a sparse manner,

some Navya-Nyaya features.64 Indeed, Appayya declares in the introductory
verse that he expresses his views “through the easy medium of colloquial debate

which is pleasant to the young” balapriye.a m.duvadakathapathena),65 which
would have been incompatible with an extensive use of the Navya-Nyaya
techniques.

Furthermore, Appayadik.ita has composed two short Mima.sa texts which
do not show Navya-Nyaya features. Only a couple of pages long, the

Purvamima.savi.ayasa.grahadipika

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 261–306

is a bird’s-eye view of the topics contained in
the twelve chapters of the Mima.sasutras. This text, which has circulated as an

independent work, has been extracted from another of Appayadik.ita’s works,
the Sivarkama.idipika. 66 Appayadik.ita has composed this work under the

patronage of Cinna Bomma Nayaka of Vellore 1549–1578), his second

patron.67 The Citrapa.a summarizes in verses the content of the adhikara.as of
the twelve chapters of Purvamima.sa. Appaya composed also the Mayukhavali,

63 Appaya has briefly formulated some of the arguments discussed in this work in preceding

writings, namely in the Nayamayukamalika of the Caturmatasarasa.graha, in his
commentary on Srika..ha’s Brahmasutrabha.ya, the Ma.idipika, and the Sivarkama.idipika.
See also POLLOCK, 2004: 374, n. 16.

64 See BRONKHORST, DIACONESCU,KULKARNI, 2012.

65 VNM: 1.

66 The Purvamima.savi.ayasa.grahadipika been published in 1935 in the Journal of Oriental
Research 9.4: 319–334 edited by R. R. Chintamani and T. V. Ramachandra Diksitar) and

has been reprinted in JNMV and UP.
67 For literary and epigraphic evidence, see MAHALINGA SASTRI, 1929, and RAMASWAMI

SASTRI, 1936: 98–99.
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a commentary on Parthasarathimisra’s Sastradipika, to which I could not get

access.

A particular position occupies in this connection the controversy between

Advatins and Dvaitins on Mima.sa principles of textual interpretation. The
Advaitins adopted and used them early; Sa.kara is a case in point. The Dvaitins
do not adopt them in their beginnings instead: Madhva appears to be relatively
indifferent to this issue and does not enter into details; it is in the work of
Vi..udasa and above all Vyasatirtha that came out the role of Mima.sa
exegesis in the Dvaita doctrine. It is precisely the treatment of the upakrama

(“prior statement”)-upasa.hara (“ulterior statement”) principle by Vyasatirtha

in his Tarkata..ava and Tatparyacandrika) that sparked off this polemic. In
brief, the point of this exegetical debate is what element – the prior or the

ulterior statement – has primacy in case of conflict in a textual whole; this
question is of utmost importance in the interpretation of the Veda. The bone of
contention is the justification of the respective positions in connection with the

Mima.sa traditional stand: the Advaitins maintain, from an early period, the

primacy of upakrama and claim to rely on the authority of Mima.sa, whereas

the Dvaitins hold the logical soundness of their stand on the basis of certain
implications and admissions in the Mima.sa literature thereon. In the wake of a

suggestion of Madhva, Vyasatirtha has argued that the upasa.hara is to be

preferred. Appayadik.ita composes in response a treatise, the
Upakramaparakrama, in which he defends the primacy of the upakrama; his tone is highly
polemical and attempts to ridicule Vyasatirtha’s arguments. 68 Vijayindratirtha
refutes in turn Appaya’s treatise in his Upasa.haravijaya, which sets out to

re)establish the superiority of the upasa.hara principle.69 All the three texts

show Navya–Nyaya terminology; its usage in Appayadik.ita’s work is however

minimal in spite of its being a polemical treatise.

68 MINKOWSKI, 2011: 207, classifies Appaya’s treatise as a commentary on N.si.hasrama’s
Bhedadhikkara, while he says a couple a pages after that “Appayya wrote no commentary

on the work of N.simha” p. 224). The Upakramaparakrama is indeed no commentary to

N.simhasrama’s work, but it was published as an appendix in the second volume of the

Bhedadhikkara to the 1904 edition see BhDh in the bibliography for references).

69 The texts of Vyasatirtha, Appayadik.ita and Vijayindratirtha have been published together

in UP, see below the bibliography for references. SHARMA, 2000: 408, says that Vijayindratirtha

referred to this discussion also in his Candrikodah.tanyayavivara.a unpublished).

Vijayindratirtha refutes other works of Appaya’s for that matter, see SHARMA, 2000: 402ff.
For the upakrama–upasa.hara principles in Mima.sa, see PANDURANGI, ed. 2006. For an

illustration of the upasa.hara principle in Vedantic exegesis, see CLOONEY, 1994.
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This is not the only work of Vijayindratirtha on Mima.sa. He writes a

manual of general principles of Mima.sa – the Nyayadhvadipika – which gives
a clear exposition of the Mima.sa system. This work is aimed at giving an

accessible survey of the topics of the Mima.sasutras and the Sabarabha.ya in
the original order; various exceptions and conflicts are also discussed. It is

composed from the viewpoint of Dvaita.70

The Varanasi Connection

Varanasi held from the sixteenth century a peculiar position in the intellectual
landscape of India. Scholars from the whole subcontinent, some receiving
commissions and support from distant patrons, study or settle in numbers in
Varanasi, which is also a major pilgrimage centre. Many of the scholarly
families who settle in Varanasi hail from the South, particularly from
Maharashtra and northern Karnataka.71

Varanasi became in the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries a

flourishing sastric centre. Several generations of the Bha..a family Desastha

Brahmins) play a central role in the adoption of the Navya-Nyaya techniques in
Mima.sa, both by their own work and their influence on other Mima.sakas.
They are also outstanding legal specialists and become extremely influential not
only by their Dharmasastra works which require a sound knowledge of
Mima.sa) but also by applying their juristic knowledge to the problem of their
time and by their political connections. The Deva family, too, Desastha Brah-

70 It has been published in 2004 for the first time; see UP for details. SHARMA, 2000: 402–403,

mentions other works of Vijayindra’s on Mima.sa – unpublished to this day: the
Adhikara.amala “is supposed to be a work explaining the Mima.sa rules of interpretation utilized
in the Nym.” i.e., Vyasatirtha’s Nyayam.ta). This work is not recorded in Potter’s EIP, vol.
1. The Candrikodah.tanyayavivara.a “is an exposition of the principles and adhikara.as of

the Purva-Mima.sa made use of in the Candrika of Vyasatirtha, in support of Madhva’s
interpretation of the Sutras. The necessity for writing such a work lay in the loud complaints
made by Appayya Dik.ita and other hostile critics of Dvaita, that Madhva and his followers
had flouted the Mima.sa nyayas and often ignored them in their interpretation of the

Sutras.”
71 More in SHASTRI, 1912; ARYAVARAGURU, 1912; ALTEKAR, 1937; UPADHYAYA, 1994;

SINGH, 2009; POLLOCK, 2001; O’HANLON, 2010, and 2011.
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mins and descendants of the famous poet Eknath, 1533–1599) have an important
contribution to the Mima.sa intellectual production.72

Varanasi at this time was an important Vedantic centre as well, both on
account of the scholars settled there and the many sannyasins; some of these

authors wrote works pertaining to Mima.sa and other sastras. From the Brahmin

families who moved to Varanasi from the Deccan, the majority held Advaitin

views and Advaita was the establishment position in the city.73 So are the

members of the Bha..a family, as is shown below; possibly Visvaveda ca. 1500)

and Prakasananada ca. 1505); Anna.bha..a ca. 1560); Madhusudana Sarasvati
ca. 1570, Bengali, studied Navya-Nyaya at Navadvipa with Mathuranatha

Tarkavagisa and Vedanta and Mima.sa in Varanasi under Madhava Sarasvati),

whose Advaitasiddhi, an in-depth refutation of Vyasatirtha’s Nyayam.ta, and

Advaitaratnarak.a.a show his mastery of the Navya-Nyaya style of argumentation;

Bha..ojidik.ita ca. 1590); Nanadik.ita ca. 1590); Puru.ottama Sarasvati
ca. 1600); Ramatirtha Yati ca. 1610); Ra.gojibha..a ca. 1610); Balabhadra
ca. 1610), Apadeva II ca. 1610); Dharmayyadik.ita ca. 1640); Sadananda

Kasmiraka ca. 1650); Naraya.atirtha ca. 1700).74

And though not at the same level as Mithila or Bengal, Varanasi had a

significant Navya-Nyaya presence, particularly in the form of Maithili or Bengali

thinkers who settle in or are connected with Varanasi, many of them
Advaitins as well, renowned as teachers or authors of Advaita works. In the
fifteenth century: Bhavanathamisra or Duve or Ayacimisra, ca. 1410, Maithili,
apparently also a Mima.sa author) and his son Sa.karamisra ca. 1430); Narahari

or Visarada) Bha..acarya Chakravartin ca. 1455), father of Vasudeva

Sarvabhauma, and possibly Narahari’s brother Srinatha; Pragalbhamisra or
Subha.kara, ca. 1470), also a teacher of Vedanta; Vasudeva Sarvabhauma ca.

1480), the Navya-Naiyayika and Advaitin mentioned above in connection with
the Advaita-Dvaita controversy. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries:

Kesavamisra Tarkacarya ca. 1525, Maithili), who has taught both Nyaya and

Vedanta at Varanasi; Balabhadramisra ca. 1530); Padmanabhamisra ca. 1578,

Bengali); 75 Mahesa .hakkura ca. 1545, Maithili), who studied Vedanta and

72 See GODE, 1954.
73 See SHASTRI, 1912, and MINKOWSKI, 2011: 217.

74 See thereon MINKOWSKI, 2011, who highlights the contacts between the southern Advaitins
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and Varanasi, THANGASWAMI, 1980 and EIP, vol. 1.
75 At the end of the second adhyaya, first ahnika of his Nyayasutraprakasa, he states:

sukhenadhyapayan kasya. nyayavedantadarsane |
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Mima.sa at Varanasi with Ramesvarabha..a, the founder of the Bha..a family at

Varanasi, mentioned below. Vidyanivasa Bha..acarya ca. 1600, Bengali,
nephew of Vasudeva Sarvabhauma) is recorded to having lent his name to a

document in Varanasi in 1583 Bhattacharyya, 1937: 35), mentioned again
hereafter in connection with Naraya.abha..a; Laugak.i Kesavabha..a ca. 1600,

from the Laugak.i family of Varanasi, but has flourished in Central India), who
in addition to his Nyaya and Vaise.ika works, composed also a Mima.sa work,
mentioned below; Rudra Nyayavacaspati Tarkavagisa ca. 1625); Kau..abha..a
ca. 1640), the well-known grammarian, who composed also Nyaya works and

one on Bha..amima.sa, unpublished; Gopinatha Maunin ca. 1650); Raghudeva

Nyayala.kara Bha..acarya ca. 1657); Srika..ha or Sitika..ha or Nilaka..ha
Dik.ita, ca 1660); Mahadeva Punata.kara ca. 1700, Deccani).76

The Bha..a Family, Mima.sa and Navya-Nyaya

We are fortunate enough to have an insider story: the family chronicle of the

early Bha..as Gadhiva.savar.ana, written by Sa.karabha..a.77 The elements of
interest for the present research from this outstanding source and other
connected works can be summarized as follows. The chronicle starts with
Ramesvarabha..a, the major character of this work, who was an Advaitin who attained
fame in the South. His ancestors are not part of the chronicle, but from other

works we learn that they lived, at least for three generations, in Prati..hana
modern Pai.han on the Godavari in Maharashtra); his father, Govindabha..a was

also a pandit well-known in southern India. Ramesvarabha..a is presented as

learned in various sastras; he taught in the proximity of Pai.han; he visited
Vijayanagara and was praised by the king K...adevaraya, whom we have seen

above as patron of Vyasatirtha, on the occasion of an assembly of scholars;
Ramesvara even refused a gift of elephants from K...adevaraya as being
prohibited in the sastras. After the birth of his first son, Naraya.a, in 1513, he

________________________________

srikesavakavis cakre nyayasutraprakasanam ||, quoted by D. BHATTACHARYA, 1958: 187. A
famous teacher, he was called “Vedantavyasa” according to the colophon of his Prakasa.
See also V. MISHRA, 1966: 368–370 and EIP, vol. 13: 186.

76 Information on the activity of these Naiyayikas mainly in D. BHATTACHARYA, 1958; U.

MISHRA, 1966; KAVIRAJ, 1982; MATILAL, 1977; EIP, vols. 6 and 13; GANERI, 2011. See also

BRONKHORST, DIACONESCU, KULKARNI, 2012.

77 The text is unpublished, but we have an exposition and study in BENSON, 2001. See also

SHASTRI, 1912.
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stayed at Dvaraka, teaching Vyakara.a and Vedanta, returned to Pai.han then

moved with his household to Varanasi. A second son, Sridhara, is born on route
and another one at Varanasi, Madhava. At Varanasi he went on to teach; he had

students from across the subcontinent. A couple of his students are mentioned in
the chronicle, among which the sannyasin Madhava Sarasvati, who taught

Madhusudana Sarasvati Mima.sa and Vedanta as instructor in the sastras

vidyaguru). With Ramesvarabha..a studied Vedanta, as mentioned above, the

Navya-Naiyayika Mahesa .hakkura, the author of a subcommentary of
Ga.gesa’s Tattvacintama.i.78 Naraya.abha..a, Ramesvarabha..a’s first son, has

won renown as a great pandit at Varanasi and established the colony of southern
pandits. His great mastery of Mima.sa shows in the usage of Mima.sa rules

and techniques in his authoritative work on pilgrimage, the Tristhalisetu, where

he acknowledges that he learnt all the sastras with his father.79 He is said to have

brought about the greatness of the Advaitins N.si.hasrama and Madhusudhana
Sarasvati and to have defeated Maithila and Bengali pandits. Naraya.abha..a had

three sons: Ramak...abha..a, Sa.karabha..a and Govindabha..a. Ramak...a¬
bha..a was a recognized specialist in Bha..amimamsa;80 he wrote a commentary
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on the Tantravarttika.
But it is Naraya.abha..a’s second son, Sa.karabha..a ca. 1593; more

precisely, 1550–1620), the author of the family chronicle, who appears to provide a

connecting textual link with the South in his polemics with Appayadik.ita.
Sa.karabha..a wrote about himself in the family chronicle that he renounced

travel he was a k.etrasa.nyasin) and taught Mima.sa in its Bha..a version) to

a couple of scholars including the grammarian Bha..ojidik.ita, other ascetics and

his sons. He wrote a refutation of the above discussed Appayadik.ita’s
Vidhirasayana, namely the Vidhirasayanadu.a.a, in whose introductory verses

he states that Appayadik.ita has rejected Kumarila’s classification of injunctions

78 KAVIRAJ, 1982: 52, notes that following his studies at Varanasi, Mahesa .hakkura freed

himself from the prejudices of the Naiyayikas towards Vedanta and became tolerant, even

respectful. D. BHATTACHARYA, 1958: 174; U. MISHRA, 1966: 361, and KAVIRAJ, ibid., quote

the following line of Mahesa’s Darpa.a: tadetat sa.k.epe.a vedantimata. likhita. na

du.ita. srutipura.asm.tisi..anusi..atvat |.
79 See SALOMON, 1985: 2. Naraya.abha..a is also attributed a commentary on a portion of

Parthasarathimisra’s Sastradipika. A certain amount of confusion seems to reign about this
work. This point need not be treated here.

80 Cf. also his son’s Kamalakarabha..a) reference to him in the Nir.ayasindhu: yo bha..a¬

tantragahanar.avakar.adhara. sastrantare.u nikhile.v api marmabhetta | yotra srama.
kila k.ta. kamalakare.a prito ‘munas tu suk.ti budharamak...a. ||, quoted by KANE, 1975:

925, n. 1421.
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without understanding it properly.81 In his harsh and detailed analysis, Sa.kara¬

bha..a emphasizes Appaya’s misunderstanding or rather insufficient knowledge
of Mima.sa as well as the unnecessary critique of Kumarila. He concludes the

treatise by saying that he composed it for the benefit of those who cannot

themselves reject Appayadik.ita’s arguments against Kumarila’s positions on
the threefold classification of injunctions. 82 Just as Appayadik.ita’s treatise,

Sa.karabha..a’s text shows his familiarity with the Navya-Nyaya techniques,

which are however used parsimoniously, mainly for refining arguments or
definitions. Such is the case of another of his works, the Mima.sabalaprakasa, an

independent treatise prakara.a) which summarizes the contents and conclusions

of the twelve chapters of the Mima.sasutras. His extremely concise

Mima.sasarasa.graha 250 verses) does not show Navya-Nyaya features.

Sa.karabha..a’s other works on Mima.sa are unpublished: a commentary on the

Sastradipika, the Prakasa, to which he refers in other works of his,83 and the

Nir.ayacandrika.
The next generation of Bha..as produces further important Mima.sa work.

Ramak...a’s first son, Dinakarabha..a or Divakara-, ca. 1625), work is
unpublished: the Bha..adinakari or Bha..adinakaramima.sa, traditionally
considered as a commentary on the Sastradipika, but “closer to a sa.graha, a genre

relatively new in mima.sa”. 84 His younger brother, Kamalakarabha..a ca.

1612), a prominent legal specialist and learned in tarka, Nyaya, Vyakara.a,
Mima.sa Bha..a and Prabhakara), Vedanta, poetics, Dharmasastra, as he

himself declares.85 He was already a mature scholar by 1612, the date of his
authoritative Dharmasastra compendium the Nir.ayasindhu, and he was still
active in 1631, when he is recorded as attending an assembly in the Mukti-

81 vartikoditavidhyadilak.a.a. dik.ita. kila |
abudhvaiva niracakrurityetad iha vak.yate || VR[2]: 212).

82 vidhyaditrayalak.a.ani racitanyacaryavaryainira
kurvantopy yadik.ita vyaracayan siddhantajate kvacit | ibid.: 287).

The first half of the verse is wrongly printed as a prose portion in the edition used here.

83 See KANE, 1926: ix–x and KRISHNAMACHARYA, 1947.
84 POLLOCK, 2005: 48.
85 tarke dustarkamegha. pha.ipatibha.iti. pa.iniye prapañce | nyaye praya. pragalbha.

praka.itapa.ima bha..asastrapragha..e | prabha. prabhakariye pathi

prathitaduruhantavedantasindhu. | sraute sahityakavye pracurataragatir dharmasastre.u
yas ca ||, from Kavyaprakasavyakhya, quoted by KANE, 1975: 925 n. 1422.

Kamalakarabha..a wrote also a Vedanta work, not mentioned by Kane, see SARMA, 1945.
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ma..apa of the Visvanatha temple in Varanasi.86 From his Mima.sa work, only
the Mima.sakutuhala, an independent treatise summarizing the main doctrines
of the system, is in print. It does show Navya-Nyaya influence, here, too, used

sparingly.87 Nilaka..habha..a literary career ca. 1610–1645),88 Sa.karabha..a’s
fourth son and Kamalakarabha..a’s cousin, another prominent Dharmasastra

author, wrote the Bha..arka, a treatise on the categories of the Bha..a.ima.sa
in which he revisits both the Vaise.ika and the Bha..amima.sa positions on
categories with a view of reorganising the traditional classifications by omitting
some accepted categories and by introducing new ones. His use of Navya-Nyaya
terminology is clear and obvious, though limited, particularly in connection with
refining definitions.

A generation later Visvesvarabha..a or Gagabha..a, ca. 1674; more
precisely, ca. 1600–1685), Dinakarabha..a’s son and Kamalakara’s nephew) is

another eminent Mima.sa thinker and prolific writer. We know that he was still
alive in 1674, when he participated in the royal consecration of Sivaji in
Maharashtra, from which he received patronage. He is known in Mima.sa scholarship

for the Bha..acintama.i, which comments the Mima.sasutras, of which
only the Tarkapada section is printed. He discusses in depth a handful of topics
like jñanaprama.ya, pratyak.a, isvaravada, saktivada, s...i-pralaya, anumana,

etc.) and the views of various authors: Somesvara, Murarimisra II, Udayana,

Ga.gesa, Raghunatha, Pak.adharamisra, Ratnakosakara, Didhitikara. He uses

the Navya-Nyaya style of analysis on a larger scale than his predecessors.89 His
other Mima.sa works the Tantrakaustubha, the Kusumañjali and the Sivarkodaya)

are unpublished. Anantabha..a’s ca. 1641, son of Kamalakarabha..a)

Mima.sa work is unpublished: the Sastramalav.tti on his father’s Sastramala
and the Nyayarahasya, a commentary on the sutras.

86 Cf. BRONKHORST, DIACONESCU, KULKARNI, 2012. Also KANE, 1975: 925–937, and O’HAN¬

LON,
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2010.

87 See also BRONKHORST,DIACONESCU, KULKARNI, 2012.

Kamalakarabha..a’s unpublished Mima.sa work includes the Sastradipikavyakhya Aloka,
reported to criticize Appayya Dik.ita’s own commentary on the Sastradipika the

Mayukhavali); see also KRISHNAMACHARYA, 1947. The Bhavartha is a commentary on

Kumarila’s Tantravarttika, in which Kamalakara criticizes Somesvarabha..a, whom he calls

a plagiarist; see MCCREA, 2008: 577. He authored two other works on Bha..amima.sa, the
Sastramala a commentary on the sutras) and the Sastratattva.

88 See KANE, 1926: xxv–xxvii, and 1975: 941. EIP, vol. 1 pronounces Nilaka..habha..a’s date

unknown.
89 See DIACONESCU, forthcoming a.
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Kha..adevamisra ca. 1575–1665)

With the work of Kha..adevamisra the use of the Navya-Nyaya techniques of
analysis attains its peak in Mima.sa. From a reference made by Jaganatha

Pa..ita in his Rasaga.gadhara, Kha..adeva is known as the Mima.sa teacher

of Perubha..a, the father of Jagannatha Pa..ita. From Kha..adevamisra’s pupil
Shambhu Bha..a, who wrote the commentary Prabhavali on Kha..adeva’s
Bha..adipika, we know the place where he lived in Varanasi the Brahmanala

muhalla), that he became sannyasin and that he died at Benares in 1665. He
knew the work of Appayadik.ita, whom he refers to respectfully as most

excellent among the Mima.sakas mima.sakamurdhanya).
The Bha..adipika comments the Mima.sasutras from the second pada of

the first adhyaya to the end of the twelfth adhyaya. The exposition is much less

detailed than the Mima.sakaustubha, and follows the Navya-Nyaya style. His
approach is historicist, explaining the principles of Mima.sa by taking into
account how they were dealt with by various Mima.sa authors and refuting a

certain number of views.
The Mima.sakaustubha is a kaustubha type work which, as Pollock notes,

becomes something of a new literary genre in this period; the term “figuratively
points to the precious knowledge that is now believed to be uncovered as much
as recovered”.90 It covers the Mima.sasutras from 1.2.1 to 3.3.37 in detailed

explanations in the Navya-Nyaya style. Kha..adevamisra discusses here all
categories and principles of Mima.sa, with great developments of particular
topics like verbal cognition sabdabodha), and analyses and sometimes criticizes
the views of earlier thinkers.

The Bha..a(tantra)rahasya is a treatise dedicated to verbal cognition, with a

particular emphasis on refuting the views of the opponent systems, Nyaya and

Vyakara.a, as well as the positions of preceding Mima.sakas, like for instance

Kumarila, Parthasarathimisra or Appayyadik.ita. He refutes also the view of
Sa.karabha..a, whom he however does not name, but whose position he

mentions under kaiscit “by some.” The style is a full-fledged Navya-Nyaya
style.91

90 POLLOCK, 2001: 8.

91 See DIACONESCU, forthcoming a.
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Raghunatha Bha..acarya 16th c.?)

A particular case is the Prama.aratna of Raghunatha Bha..acarya 16th c.?) on
account of the problematic identity, and thereby datation, of the author. This
work, which deals with the Bha..amima.sa theory of cognition, shows clear

Navya-Nyaya features. It has not been mentioned in the histories of Mima.sa
literature, but has been published in 1991 edition and translation in PraRa,

1991) and this book is discussed by Gerschheimer 1998). Gerschheimer points
to the proposition of D. C. Bhattacharyya 1952)92 to situate the author in the

sixteenth century and to identify him with the author of another Mima.sa work,
the Mima.saratna, of which the Prama.aratna is probably the first part, and

with the author of the Anumanadidhitipratibimba, a commentary on Raghunatha

Siroma.i’s Anumanadidhiti. Gerschheimer gives arguments in favour of identifying

the same author with the author of Padartharatnamala, a short treatise on
the sixteen Nyaya categories. The author was of Bengali origin, and possibly
lived in Varanasi; the very manuscript has belonged to the famous Kavindracarya

Sarasvati and is dated seventeenth century or before.93

And the others

However clear and intense the use of Navya-Nyaya techniques in the Mima.sa
work of the above authors, it is nonetheless not espoused by all the authors of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries or after this period for that matter).
Important Mima.sa works of this time do not show these features; some authors

choose not to use them, or not in all their writings, be it in manuals, commentaries

or various treatises. At Varanasi, Ramak...a ca. 1550) does not use the

Navya-Nyaya technical language in his Yuktisnehaprapura.i on Parthasarathimisra’s

Sastradipika, just like Kesavabha..a Laugak.i ca. 1600), from the
Laugak.i family, who is also a well-known Navya-Naiyayika, in the Mima.sa¬
rthaprakasa a short manual); nor does Apadeva ca. 1610) in his Mima.sa¬
nyayaprakasa or Laugak.i Bhaskara ca. 1660) in his Arthasa.graha or Jivadeva

ca. 1650) in the Bha..abhaskara, and the list can continue. Among the

92 I could not get access to Bhattacaryya’s book.

93 There is a certain amount of confusion concerning the Prama.aratna and his author in the

EIP, vol. 1, and the online edition. Moreover, the article of Gerschheimer is mentioned there

under Raghunatha Siroma.i and in connection with a Prama.aratna(mala) in manuscript)

of an Acarya Raya Modaka ca. 1825).
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southern authors in Mima.sa who do not make use of the Navya-Nyaya
techniques: Ve.katesvaradik.ita ca. 1620) in his commentary Varttikabhara.a and

his pupil Rajacu.ama.idik.ita ca. 1630) in his Tantrasikhama.i, a commentary
on the sutras Rajacu.ama.idik.ita wrote also Navya-Nyaya works); Naraya.a¬
bha..a ca. 1640) of Malabar and Narayana Pa..ita in the famous compendium
Manameyodaya; Mahadeva Vedantin ca. 1645) in the Mima.sanyaya¬
sa.graha.

Conclusions

The Navya-Nyaya techniques of cognitive analysis spread and are adopted in the

Sanskrit knowledge-systems in a complex array of relations between arguments,

texts, authors, and disciplines. We have seen from the available Mima.sa texts

in the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries many Mima.sa texts of this period
being unpublished) that Navya-Nyaya techniques begin to be used in the second

half of the sixteenth century in the South, on the sidelines of the Advaita-Dvaita
Vedanta controversy, then in Varanasi. Vedantic authors integrated the Navya-
Nyaya technical language on the background of their particular interaction /
confrontation with Nyaya over time and of the controversies between Vedantic
movements from the thirteenth century onwards. Appayadik.ita and Vijayindratirtha

compose Mima.sa works connected to the Advaita / Dvaita polemic)
which show Navya-Nyaya features; these features were present in their respective

works in Vedanta as well. And it is subsequently in the Mima.sa work of
the Bha..as, a southern family with Vedantic background settled in Varanasi,
that the use of these techniques flourished, to reach its peak in the texts of
Kha..adevamisra in the first half of the seventeenth century. Varanasi was at the

time an outstanding centre of learning where Navya-Nyaya techniques were

used in the writings of other systems, like Vedanta, Vyakara.a or literary
disciplines.

The authors integrate the new techniques in Mima.sa writings gradually,
from a sparse use in the beginning to a full-fledged Navya-Nyaya style in parts

of Kha..adevamisra’s work. Furthermore, they use these techniques selectively,

in that they adopt them only in certain circumstances – mainly for refining
arguments and definitions and / or refuting rival positions. Last, this use remains

limited, insofar as only some of the authors of Mima.sa texts of this period
choose to use the new techniques in their texts.
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This study merely offers a glimpse into the overall process of adoption of
the Navya-Nyaya techniques in early modern India. In order better to understand

the circumstances and conditions under which the overall process occured,

further detailed research is called for, which takes into account the complex
relationship between arguments, texts, authors of which many compose works
in several systems) and systems. To illustrate why and how these techniques are

used and what is their contribution to intellectual analysis, it will be important to

investigate in detail particular doctrinal points in one or the other systems.
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